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INTRODUCTION
This is the first of a series.of reports cover@g an .
investigation of the general instability pro”blem by the .. ““
California Institute of 9?echnology. The first five re- ,.
ports of this series cover investigations of the-gerieral ‘--—”-
i.notability problem under the loading conditions of pure
bending and were prepared under the sponsorship of the
Civil Aeronautic Administration. The succeeding reports
of this series :cover the work done on other loading con-
ditions under the sponsorshi~ of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautic. .— ._
#
The general instability project at the California
Institute of “Technology was initiated and sponsored by
3“ the Aircraft Engineering Division of the Civil Aeronautics - -“$ Administration in 1938, for the purpose of obtainfn~ design
information for use in connection with extremely large
airplanes. The first four reports of this series cover the ““
results of. the first year~s research and were given limited
distribution to manufacturers of large aircraft in 1939.
The fifth report of this series covers the second year[s
research on the program which was carried out. under the
sponsorship of the Technical Development Division of the
Civil Aeronautics Administration and was given limited
distribution to the manufacturer of large aircraft in 1940.
In order to permit abetter understanding of the work !
—
continued under the sponsorship of the NAGA, it has been “
deemed desirable to publish the earlier reports along
with the results of the current studies in the form of
.
a series of reports covering the entire investigation.
-.. .- —. _
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The rapidly increasing size of-iodern airplanes
has brought forth a number of new structural design
problems. One of these-is the problem of determining
the allowable load that ‘can be carried by stiffened
cylinders of large .“radius. It is known that certain
combinations of longitudinal stiffeners. bulkheads or
frames. and sheet will give a cylinder that will fail
in such a manner as to involve all three structural
elements simultaneously. This type of failure has been
called the general instability failure of the stiffened
cylinders. and the determination of the parameters affect-
ing the failing load of such a structure is a problem
which is becoming more and more important to designers.
The purpose of the general instability program was theref-
ore to determine the following:
(a) A method of calculating the strength of cylin-
drical structures falling iniio the general ‘
instability classification
(b) The limits of the generaZ instability regime. ,
(c) Design methods in any transition region which
may occur between instability failures of
a localized nature and those of a completely
general type
In.starting any research program “such as’ this, it
is first necessary to collect all of the av~ilable know-
ledge on the subject and to correlate the published
theoretical and experimental results. A bibliography ,
covering the strength properties of curved plates and
shells was, therefore, compiled and the list of references
that have been reviewed is attached to this report. This
bibliography does not pretend to cover the entire field
of thin-wall structures and contains only articles of
some ititerest to the immediate research program. A number
of the references are of only minor interest and are not
considered in detail. however; some of them treat directly
with our present problem and will be discussed at length
later., I
The review of the literature indicated that two things
were vitally necbssary to the success of the program. The
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first. was the establishment” of a nomenclature in which
all terms were defined in such a.manner as. to he under-
standable by the average designer. The second, and by
far the most important, was a systematic study of the
fundamental’ principles upon which the whole conception
of the failing s,trength of stiffened sh”ells has”been
developed, The general instability failure Of a stiffenOd
cylinder will be shown to be only a small part of the
general problem of the strength properties of stiffened
shells, however; the basic ideas underlying the whole of
the theory of shell strictures are so interlocked that
it is “almost impossible to make a study of any isolated
phase of the problem. ,---- .
..
-r.-
The %ody of this report will, therefore, consist of
three parts. The first part will be d%voted to the d’efini~
tion of terms and a general review of the “problems involved
in the~study of the failures of thin stiffened shell struc-
tures. The second part will deal with the strength proper-
ties of unstiffened sheets. and cylinders, primarily because
those investigators who have-worked on the problem.bf stiff-
ened strictures, have utilized the theories regarding un-
stiffened plates and shells as a background. A review and
—
discussion of the available knowledge regarding the strength
properties of stiffened cylinders which are subject to a
general instability type of failure will.make up the third
section. ., .,.- .-.—
TYPES OF FAILURES IN STIFFENED SHELL STRUCTURES
One of the import’~nt elements of a typical” “metal
airplane” structure is the external skifi:lihic.hprovidqs~
first, an aerodynamical surface upon which the air f~rce”s .
- act (in the’ case of the wings or contro+ surk-aces) and~
second, a’ covering for the contents of- the airplane
(fuselage, fuel and oil tanks, etc. ). In addition to ‘-”
these prosaic functions, the skin is also +0 designed
that it is a load.-resi.sting element, and as such, it acts
as a part of the primary structure.
—-
Some of the primary loads entering such a structure
are obviously compressive in na:ture. Since thin sheet
material is weak when subjected to compression In its
own plane, it is necessary to attach to it stiffening
elements which will perform one, or both of two important
functions: ----—
4(a}
..
(b)
For
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Add additional strength to the structure,
particularly for the resisting of’ com- l
pressive loads
Preserve the aerodynamic shape of the air-
plane when the covering sheet is loaded
up to or beyond its critical buckling
load
a cylindrical structure, such as a wing or
fuselage, the first criterion is satisfied by tie use
of stiffening elements attached to the skin and running
parallel to the axis of the cylinder. These are known
as axial or longitudinal stiffeners, or simply as longi-
tudinal. The second function is performed by placing
stiffening members, having the proper shape,, perpendic-
ular to” the axis of the cylinder. These members tend
to preserve the external shape of the structure and act
as supports for the Iongitudinals, and they are- known
as ribs, bulkheads, or frames. The terms longitudinal
and frames will be used in the body of this paper to
denote the two classes of members discussed above. The
metal covering will be spoken of as the sheet.
An inspection of this type of structure loa.de~, for
example, by compression loads parallel to the cylinder
axis, will show that there are several types of failure
to which it might be subject. These types of failure are,
in the order in which they will be discussed, material
failure, local failure, panel failure, and general in-
stability failure.
Material failure will occur if the sheet, longitu-
dinal, and frames are so heavy that the structure will
fa,il by passing the compression yield strength of the
material. To determine the failing load of such a struc-
ture it merely is necessary to have a knowledge of the
load distribution which, since there is no instability,
will conform to thb general. beam theory equations, and
the strength properties of the material. Yor &irplanes,
this form or cylinder.will lead to such prohibitive sizes
from a weight standpoint that it is a trivial case and will
not be disoussed further in this report.
Local failure is characterized by an instability of
some small portion o.f either the frames or the Iongitudinals.
Wiiie and tihin unsupported legs on such stiffener s~ctions m~y
fail because of local plate
stresses. This collapse of
buckling at comparatively low
part of a stiffener will pre- C
.-
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cipitate its failure as a column and also might cause
premature failure of the whole surrounding structure~
4!he length of that portion of a stiffener, involved in
local buckling, is of the same order of magnitude as the
cross section dimensions, and the lbcal buckling stress
is not, in general, a function of the total length of
the stiffener. Such a failure could occur in efther a
longitudinal or frame and might occur in any airplane
regardless of size. The determination of the stress or
load at which local huc-kling wil~ take plac”e invo~v=s -—. .
the use of the stability equations of plates; these
equations are obtainable in textbooks on elasticity.
The solutions may have to be modified for plates cofi-
taining ribs, such as bulb angles, but the principles
involved are well known.
A panel fatlure is defiried as one which will occur
over a length of structure equal to one frame spacing
and which is not caused by a local instability spreat~tig
from adjacent members. This type of failure will occur
in a structure having relatively heavy frames and light
longitudinal , the structure tending to act as–a number
of isolated, axially stiffened cylinders, ‘eat= of which
is one frame spacing long. Failure will occur in the
curved stiffened sheet by some form of instab-ili-fy ‘o’~the
longitudinal , the magnitude of the failure load being
dependent upon the column or torsional streng~”~f the
longit.udinals , modified by the effect of the–”a~a—ch6”&” -
sheet. The only function of the frames in this case
will be to determine the end fix-ity coefficient of the
longitudinal. Inasmuch as theory and practice both
indicate that for small diameters it is difficult to de-
sign frames which are light enou h, this type of failure
will occur in smaller airplanes ?
lb or less).
gross weight of. 25,000
.
Yor the past few years manufacturers have been en-
gaged in building airplanes of a size which leads to
designs based on failures of the’ panel type. A~though
accurate theoretical treatment of the strength properties
of curved stiffened panels is not yet available, it has
been possible by experimental me”thods to design structures
in which failures tended to fall in the panel instability
classification. By laboratory testing of panels with a
length equal to the distance between frames, and having a
representative number of properl”y s-paced longitudlnals,
a failing load could be o~tained for the sheet stiffener
combination. Ebner (reference 59), Gerard (reference 69),
Hoff (reference 56), and. other investigator. s have shown
tha~ a fairly a.cctia.tepTedictio.n of the %ending.strength
of a stiffened cylinder is possible if the buckling
strength of the panels making” up the cylinder is known.
One difficulty lies in the determination of the correct
pcsltion of the neutral axis. However, Zbner, in his
paper$ gives a method of successive approximations,
starting with the original moment of inertia of the cylin-
der, which seems to give calculated failing loads agroo-
ing very closely with those obtained experimentally, A,
second difficulty arises in the determination of the end
fixi~y of the longitudinal. An experimental method of
finding this factor has been developed by Howland (as
yet unpublished), which will aid in solving this problem.
Utilizlng the methods mentioned above, it is, therefore,
possible to determine by experimental methods, the fall-
ing strength of cylinders which fall into the panel in-
stability classification with a considerable degree, of
accuracy.
A fourth form of failure, which has only recently
become important, is-that which will be called general .
instability. This is a type of failure which will
occur in a structure which has frames and longltudinals
of su~h a size that both will fail simultaneously under
the critical load. In other words, collapse will take
place in such a manner as to destroy the load-carrying
properties of all three structural elements: sheet,
fr~mee, and longitudlnals. This type of failure will be
found in larger airplanes in which the relative dimensions
of the three structural elements are very small compared
to the external dimensions of the structure.
THE STRENGTH OF UNSTIYFENED SH?IETS AND CYLINDERS
.
..-. --
.
.—
A study of the f“ailure- of un~tif-fened, edge-supported
flat sheet under compressive loads lying in the plane of
the “sheet, reveals that there ar”e”three critical points
in the loading history. Up to some given .load, called
the buckling or stability limit, the sheet remains plane.
and then sudd6nly takes on a way? form, bu~kling perpen-
dicular to its own plaEe. . This bucklingload *S the flrSi
critical point and is calculable b~ t,he methods intrc-
duced by Bryan; and experimental results check. the calcu-
lated values within “very close” limits.
.
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If additional load is applied to the sheet, it will
deflect at a more rapid rate than it did when plane, but
will continue. to. resist an increased load. The theoretical
treatment of this regime is difficult because the small
deflection theoiy. no longer holds and recotirse m=s”t be
had to a theory involving deflections of the sheet which
are large compared to the sheet thickness. Calculations
on this problem have been-carried out by Marguerre .(refer-
ence 71), Trefftz (reference ,70), and Krom (refeience 72)*
Their results give a reasonably good agreement with the
small amount of experimental work available,, but the range
over which their theories are applicable is limited be-
cause in every case Hookers law has been assumed to 3e
valid and, because of combined bending and direct stress,
the stress in the buckled sheet soon passes the yield “
point of the material. Thus the second point in the
loading history is that load at which some portion of the
buckled sheet enters the plastic range.
The thtrd load of importance is the ultimate load
which can be carried by the buckled sheet. Since this
involves a calculation of the stress and strain relations
of a sheet with large deflections and with portions of it
subjected t“o stresses beyond the” yield points the theo-
retical solution of the problem is very complicated and
there 3s available empirical or semi-empirical design
information.
-.
The above discussion of flat sheet wa’s given because
it might %e logical to suppose that _curQed sheet ‘loaded –
under axial compression might “simTi-larIyhave three loa&- “-
ing regimes. Ho_wever, this conclusion canno$ %e drawn
for the general case. For com~le-te c-ylinder,s experi-
mental evidence indicates that there is practically
no difference between the buckling and the ultimate load
that can be supported. Buckling takes place very rapidly
and the load-carrying ability bf the speci’men immediately
decreases.
Another difference between the flat and the. curved
sheet problem is the poor agre~ment” between- theor&tically
and expe~imentalXy obtained buckling loads for t-he””cu-rved
sheet. The classical buckling, theories for ‘circular cyl-
inders under compression as given by Southwell (reference
2), Tolke and S@nden (referenc~ 14), and FIUgge (refer-
ence 15) all give values which. are very considerably In’ ‘-’”-
excess of any experimentally obtained resti~ts.
—
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For large radius-thickness ratios, the experimental
load may not be over 20 percent of that -predicted by
the theoretical calculations. (See fig. 1.)
??ltigge(reference 15) in the latter part of his
paper endeavored to explain the discrepancy %y a mora
careful consideration of the conditions at the end of
the cylinder. He considered line support for the edges
of the cylindrical sheet ‘which all.owad a change of slope
but no radial displacement. This boundary condition loads
to a barrel-shape or bulged cylinder, and the differential
equations arc! of such a typ~ as to indicate a progressive
increase of the radial deformation at the cezater until
plastic deformation sets in. However, experimental evid-
ence indicates that the failure of such cylindrical shells
under compression is not progressive but is very rapid~
lFlfigge,and’ later Donnell (referenco 46), also in-
troduced the--idea of initial eccentricities to account
for the differences between theory and experiment. From
some unpublished work of Bollay at GALCIT on deliberately
dtiformed cylinders, it would seem necessary to havo initial
eccentricities of over 10 times tha sheet thickness to
account for the large discrepancies between predicted and
actual failing loads. This deflection oould.he easily
detected end in some very carefully made cylinders, tested
in this laboratory, no initial eccentricities which even
approached this valuo were found, and their failing Loads
plotted very close to the curve of failing load agairist
R/t shown in figure 1.
In summary, it can be said that for unstiffened cyl-
inders undar direot compression, buckling and failure are
simultaneous and that “loads above the buckling limit can-
not be tieachod-~ “Al~o, the-theoretical treatment of the
buckling problem is incorrect b a factor .-of’as much as 5
for large radius-thickness ratios.” The ratio between
theoretical and experimental bnckli,ng load is a function
of R/t ae given in figure 1. Experiments also show that
this ratio is a funotion of the thickness-length ratio, but,
only for lengths so short that, In general, they are of no
practical interest to the designer. Further tests are nec-
essary to “show the exact: effect of initial eccentricities,
but all evide-nce available at present indicates that it
will probabl’y be of .Second ord”er,
The p.ro.blemof th-e edge-supported curved panel under
axial compression lies somewhere between that of the flat
&
b
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sheet and that of the complete cylinder. I?or sheets
of very small curvature, .it is possible to reach loads
considerably in excess of the Imckling load of the curv”ed
sheet. Eowe,ve.r, as the curvature increases, the &iffer-
ence between the buckling and the ultimate load decreases
until finally a point is reached in which the curve”d panel
behaves exactly as the complete cylinder and no addi~ional
load can be supported after buckling- This +s shown by
some experimental results given in a paper by Wenzek (ref-
erence 68) which are plotted in figure 2. !lhese points
indicate that, for small values of the developed widih-
radius ratio, the curved plate tends to act as a flat
plate and carry considerable additional load bejond-”~--
causing buckling; but, for large values of this ratios
the load-carrying a%ility of the plate drops off immedi-
ately as soon as it has buckled. The exact laws gov~
ing this tiransttion region are not known, and much more
work must be done to clarify the parameters upon which
the ultimate ‘laad of curved, edge-supported plates deperidi
GENERAL INSTABILITY
General
OF STIFFENED CYLINDERS
Discussion
General instability is that type of cylinder collapse
in which the sheet, longitudinal, and fr.&mes all fail
simultaneously. Inasmuch as this type of failure i-ntiolves
the entire cylinder and is only to be found in relatively
large airplane structures, it can readily be seen that
experimental tests” on structure& of every particular de-
sign would be costly and difficult to make. It is, there-
fore, concluded that some form ef theore~ical solution,
which has been checked by careful tests on a number of
suitably designed repre,santative specimene, is vitally
necessary. This section of the report will-deal with the
present state of. the knowledge regarding tht.s problem,
-—
There are two possible types of cylinder failure which
fall into the class of general instability. The first “of
these occurs under bending loads and is characterized by a
general flattening of the cylinder. This type of faIIure
was discussed by Brazier (reference 13) for the case of the
unstiffened shell under bending, and his results have been
applied by some investigators to the stiffened shell pro-
blem. One of the basic assumptions involved in this SOIU-
tion of the problem is that the c-ylinder is infinitely long,
10 NACA Technical Notn No. 905
and both theory and experiment indicate that, for general
flattening to occurs the length-diameter ratio of the
cylinder must he so large that it is completely out of
the range of, aircraft structures. Also,, it can be.shown
experimentally that cylinders of a size comparable to
airplane structures never fail by flattening but always
fail through the development of a multilobe wave type
of buckling.
The second class of general instability failure is
that in which the wave formof the buckle is multilobe
in nature and has, in general$ a wave length less than
the total length of the cylinder. This buckling form
corresponds to the usual diamond-shape wave pattern
which is found conneoted with the failure of unstiffened
cylinders under compressive loads. An interesting fact
is discovered UpOn examining the literature dealing with
the general flattening and the mu~tiwave forms of failure@
Experimental observations show definitely that general
flattening will never occur in cylinders unless they are
extremely long compared with their diameters and that all
cylinciers with sizes “comparable ti airplane str.uc.tures
will fail by buckling”into a number of short waves {in-
volving one or more frames). However, the theoretical
treatment of the case of general flattening gives yre-
dicted loads which are in good ~g~.eementwith those found
experimentally, while the theoretical treatment of the
ruultiwave form gives predicted loads which are much
higher than those obtained by experimental tests.
Two methods have been suggested fortfie theoretical
solutio~ of the prablem of general instability. I?irst,
it might be possible to distribute the stiffnesses of the
longitudinal and frames over the: emtire cylinder, form-
in~ an unstiffened orthotropic cylinder which then could
be treated as a simple unstiffenea cylindrical shell.
The. thickness and stiffness of this shell in the longi–”
tudinal direction would be different from. that in the
circumferential direction of amounts depending upon the
araas and stiffnessee of the longitudinal and’the” frames,
respectively. This rearranging or the original stiffened.
cylinder into an equivalent unstiffenedt orthotropic
cylinder w-ill be termed the ‘equivalent shelln method.
A second method that could be used would be to con-
sider the sheet, ~the Iongitud”in”als, and the frames as com-
ponents of a statically indeterminate truss system. The
longi’t”udinals and framas,
.
ea”ch with its proper effec.tivc
.
r.
i“
.
.
*
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width of sheet acting with it, would form the normal
load-resisting members, while a suitable amount of sheet
in each panel would act as a tension diagonal to transmit
the shear forces. This methdd of analysis will be termed
the ‘equivalent trussit method.
From elementary considerations it would seem that the
first method would be more suitable in a structure in
which the rigidity of the sheet covering was larger than~
or at least of the same order of magnitude as, that of
the longitudinal and frames. In this case, the distri-
bution of the stiffening members to form an equivalent
shell would he the same as applying a correction factor
—.
to the thickness and the rigidity of the sheet.
J
The . ..”-_
second method, for similar reasons, would seem to apply
more accurately to structures in -which the frame and the
longitudinal rigidities were large compared with those
of the sheet. In this case, the sheet, through the effec-
tive width acting with the stiffeners, would tend to
modify the properties (such as the areas and the moments
of inertia) of these members acting as elements of a truss.
In addition, the sheet also would act as,a tension diagonal
to resist the applied shearing forces. For iiyp?cal large
airplane fuselage structures, it would seem that the equiv-
alent trues method of analysis would represent more closely
the actual physical picture. It is realized, however, that
the truss method probably will lead to a longer and more ‘
t tedious solution, and, therefore, from the standpoint of
simplicity of calculation methods, it would be desirable
to use the equivalent shell method if it can be made
l
applicable.
—
—.
Theoretical Treatment of the Problem
The problem of general instability is new and has had
comparatively little attention from those engaged in struc-
tural research. Seven references on the subject were found.
They are Taylor (reference 4’7), Dschou (reference 51),
Timoshenko (reference 48), Nisseri (reference 50), Heck
~~~~erence 53), Ryder (reference ,55), and Hoff (referenceThe papers have been studied in detail, and the
theoretical results of these investigators have be-eg ghegked
against the meager experimental information available. All
seven authors men$ioned above have used the equivalent shell
method of analysis, except that Hoff distributes only stiff-
.
ness of longitudinal and not that of the frames. The de-
tailed discussion of the assumption “underlying each of the
seven papers will now be given,8
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Method of Taylor.- !taylor!s paper deals with the
.—
strength of stiffened flat panels, stiftined curved .
panels$ and the general. insta%ili.ty of comP~ete ~Y~-
Inders under ~bend.ing. By use of the equivalent shell
method, the rigidities of the longitudinal, and the
f~ames” are distributed uniformly in the circumferential
and axial directions”, r“espectivel.y. The differential
equation of the shell ia then. solved, by the assumption
,that the deflected form is a sine wave in both direc-
tions, specifically stating that the frame spacing must
be such that the wave length o,f the %uckle will take
in two or more fmames. The shear i.nthe middle plane
of the shell is as~umed to “he tak~n only’by the sheets
and a reduced shear modulus “is used to take account of
local sheet buckling.
?!fetho-dofiDschou.- Dschou also assum~s distribute.d
longifidinals and frames and treats the resulting ortho-
.—
taopic shell. The torsional stiffness of both longitu-
dinal. and. frames is assumed to be so small as to be
negligible. As in the method of Taylor, the wave length
of the buckled cylinder must be such as to include ~ore
than one ‘frame but must BE s“omewhat shorter than ~.he
total length of the “cylinder. !Ch8 equation “obtained by
Dschou for the buckling stress is:set up somewhat differ-
ently than. those ofi-the other investigat.o~s in that it
consists of ‘two parts: that is , one-term which corresponds
to the buckling strength of the cvrved panel.develo~ed
1
into a stiffened f-lat panel, plus a’ second term which is
a function of the curvature. The method of solution is 1
based on the assumption of-a wave form which cah”be ex--
pressed by a trigo~ometric series: Unfortunately, the
way in which the author obtains thestahility criterion
from the fundamental differential equ%t-ion for the strain
components is not discussed and cannot be,followed from
the published results, A number “of buckling forms are
discussed, qnd the ,exact equations. are simplified for ,
usc in design; ,.
Method of Timoshenko,– Timos~enko deals only with
.—
axial compression and uses the differential equations
developed by J’ltiggk(r~ference 15), modifying tha shell
~roperties to include the effect, of the Iongitudlnals
and frames which are uniformly distributed. He”specific-
ally states that the effective width of--the sheet should
“’be used when calculating the rigidity of the stiffeners.
The assumption of small deflections is.made and a doubly
sinusoidal wave -pattern is assumed.
.
.
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Method of Nissen.- This paper is mainly concerned
with the correlation of some experimental tests on
corrugated cylinders with the theoretical work of
Dschou. !lhe new feature involved is the determination
of the longitudinal,, the circumferential, and the shear
rigidities by experimental methods. The longitudinal
rigid it-y is determined by testing a section of the
corrugation as an Euler column and, from the failing .
load, calculating an effective f~exural rigidity (EI)
in the.longitudinal direction. By testing a section.
containing several frame members as a beam under bend—
ing loads, the circumferential rigidity was obtained,
anda by a third experimental test , an effective shear
modulue was calculated. These factors were then put
into the theoretical equations of Dschou, the results
being compared to those obtained” ex~erimentally. How-
cnrer, Nissen did not. consider the whole equation of
Dschou, but used only that part which corresponded *O
.
the failing stress of the developed flat yanel, thus
entirely neglecting the term which takes into account
tho offs~”% of curvature. 3?or this reason, his agreement
on complete cylinders is poor, but his agreement with
tests on curved stiffened panels is good. As the method
used by Nissen is similar to the methods employed for”
structures falling into the panel—instability class ifi’—
cation and involves a technique ‘known bY the present de- .
signers , it might be attractive “to them. Its limits ~f
applicability, however, are as jet unknown and the pro-
cedurb therefore must be used with caution. It does not
ad~ anything toward the develop~ent of a theoretical
solution of the problem which would elim-i~aie the need
for elaborate panel tests on all new ~esigns. .
Method of Heck. - Heck!s paper deal= only with th6 ‘-—
problem of elliptical cylinders under pure bending. The
effect of the longitudinal and” the frames is distributed
and the sheet area is consid.ereii to he acting, Tho method
of Brazier is used with assumes that failure will occur %y
a gonoral flattening of the cyl”inder. It is based on the
following additional assumption: ..
-. w
( a) That the cylinder is infinitely long
(b) That no local (or paqol) instabil.it ias occur
.
(c) That all stresses reqain bolowt~e proportion–
ality limit of the matar ial. , -
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The small deflection theory is used iri which. second-
ortler terms in the. &is-placements’are neglected; however,
a discussion of the effect of neglecting these is given.
Although ”the theoretical results give scattered agree-
ment with experimental failing loads, the type of fafl~
ure assumed definitely does not occur. In the experi-
mental tests no general flattening could be detected,
and a short wave failure always occurred. This is as
would “be expected, inasmuch as the experimental cyl-
inders were only a few diameters logg and did not,
therefore, eveh remo-tely agrtie w$th the assumption of
infinito length.
Method ofay der ,- This method is a modification
and simplification of the work of Taylor and Timoehenko.
In addition to the assurnptt!.onsmade in the above papers,
Ryder multiplies the calculated loads by an additional
reduction factor of 0.4’7/0.60 to take account of the
discrepancies found between theory and experiment for
the unstiffemed cylinder. He also introduces a factor
to account for the end fixity coefficient of the longi—
tutiinals. The work has been put into a grayhical form
which simplifies the use of the equations; however, the
range o~variables used in the charts is not always
sufficient to cover all types of large airplane structures.
.
Method of Hoff.- Hoffls paper gives a genmal summary
of st~fened shell theories starting with the problem of
—
the strength of- the stiffened flat panel.
.%
He also dis-
cusses at length that type of general instability treated
by Brazier and Heck in which failure occurs by a general .
flattening of the cylinder. Using the approximate solu-
tions of Rayleigh, Ritz, and Timoshenko, he reaches essen-
.,
tially the same conclusions that haye been drawn by other
investigators: namely, (a) that -the assumption of failure
by flattening gives failing mQpents which agree closely
with thosp found experimentally; (b) that- the calculated
deflections for flattening to occur are much higher than
—. .-
any found experime~tally; (c) t-hat the actual deflections
of the test cylinders indicate that the assumption of
flattening is not valid for typidal structures and will
hold only for cylinders which are extremely long; and
(d) that all test specimens fail %y short wave .%uckling
for which the equations developed are not applicable.
Hoff also treats the case of general instability
of ‘the second type (buckling with a wave length shorter
.
than the length of the cylinder), using a minimum energy
method of solution. His treatment differs from that of .
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the other investigators in that he distributes the
rigidities of the longitudinal but uses the frames
as local elastic supports for the longitudinal elements ‘
of the shell. The contribution of the sheet to the
elastic energy is neglected entirely, and it is possible
that this neglect is the reason that Hoff~s method is
the only one which gives conservative resultso However$
the results are, in general, too” conservat-ive to be
practically applicable, and, in addition, it is necessary —
in this analysis to know the number of frames which will
be involved in the general insta%il.ity, which feature
makes it difficult to use the method in design.
Hoff introduc&’s what he calls a structural coeffi-
cient A which is a function of the geometric and
rigidity properties of the stiffened cylinder. By the
use of this coefficient, a designer should be able to
predict whether a given cylinder will tend to fail by
general instability or whether it will stay in the class
of panel instability failures.
Correlation of Theoretical Work and Experimental Data
In studying the available sources of information,
it was found that there were practically no experimental
data on cylinders which failed by general instability.
Hoff reported on the testing of \two cylinders under %end-
fng, one of which failed by panel instability and the.
other by a general instability involving the failure of
two frames. The physical prope~~ties of these cylinders
are given in table I, and these ”values have been used in -—
the ultimate load equations of the other investigators in
order to o%tain, if possible, a’ correlation of results.
Inasmuch as the equations of Tirnoshenko differ but little
from those of Taylor, values ca~culated from his equations
are not included in the tabulation. The methods of Heck
and lTiSSeIl, based as they are on. the assumption of a
general flattening, which could, not occur for cylinders
of the length used by Hoff, are; also not considered.
This leaves four methods of cal~ulating the fail~ng load
of these cylinders, and the calculated. anti the experimental
values are given in table 11.
It is seen from table 11 that the disagreement between
theory and experiment is considerable. The disagreement
for specimen 1 is to be expecte~, inasmuch as this speci-
men did not lie in the general instability regime and the
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largo predicted values for this test have only academic
intorost-; However, oven for the kpecimon which failed
by a gonoral instability involving two out of five
fr~cs, the predicted values of the failing stress are
all too. high _by factors ranging from 2 to 3; with the
excopt~on of the predict-ed values of Hoff, which are
all too low. Actually tho values which a deslgna would
got by correctly using IIoffls method are those in column
E. If$ on th~ other hand, some means could be found to
predict accurately the number of frames which would fail
in a specimen, it .is seen that Hoff~s method night give
results which would be satiisfactiory from a design stand-
point.
Those results should not he given moro consideration
than they deserve. !I!heydo indicate that the methods do
not check with the facts for the particular cylinders
testod$ but they give no indication of-whether the second
cylinder was in”a re~ime in “which. complete general insta-
bility could be expected to occur or wa%, in some t~ansiton
region between panel and general instability. liany more
tests are necessary before it will be possible either to
praiso or condemn any of the methods pzmposod; under any
circumsts,ncos, the results of tablo 11 indicate that any
method must be used with considerable caution for the
present.
The only other tests which were made on cylinders
that were close to tho general instability regime were:
somo made on corrugated cylinders”at Stanford University
(reference 34). Table III gives the experimental valuo
of the critical stresses as compared with’ values calcu-
lated by tho methods of Taylor, Dschou, and Hoff. !l?he
method of Ryder could- not be USOd “because the properties
of the cylinders wore such that they wore off of tho rango
of his design charts.
With Hoffls criterion far .goqeral instability, cyl–
inders ‘2””and 3 should havo been in that classification.
. Tho failure, howov~r, was of a pariol insatiability type in
all three cases. Here, again, it :is found that the methods
of Dschou and T~vlor give predicted failing strosscs which
are oxceodingly non-conservative , and tho method of ~off
gives highly consorvaiive values. This las% sorios of
tests shows also that Hoff,ls mpthod is not always correct
as to its prediction of the t:-pe .csf,failuro to bo exyectod
in a stiffeacd cylinder.
Gugganhoirn Aeronautical Zaloratorj,
California Institute of !l?echn,ology,
November 1938.
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TABLE I
PHYSICAL hATA I?ORCYLINDERS TXSTED BY EOI?T
i Radius, r
Skin thickgess, t
Area stiffener, A~t
140mentof inertia -
of stiffener, Is
Stiffener spacing, d
Area of flame, Af
Momemt of inertia
of framey 12
Frme spacing, L
11 = l~/d
12 = If/L
Considering Without
eTfective considering
width effective
width
~.aj 9.Ef5
.Oopg —...-..---
.0W4 .0272
.000243. looolg~
2658 , 2.58
.02g4 .02UJ37
.000241 .Oooxgg
Tat% I 7.8%
.0000934 .00007674
,0000251.0000305q
“ .&pecfmen 2
Considering
-effective
width
g.wj
, 0c@3
,02g4
.000241
..
2.y?
.Ooggo
.
.0000325
7.523
.0000934
.00000&12
Without
considering
effective
width
g.&J
------------
.0272
.Ooolgg
2.58
.00606
,0000224
~.gg
.0000767’4
.ocQoo2Ef4
.
.-
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‘
Specimen
1
2
NACA Technical
TABLJ3
00MPARISON*OI?DIFFERENT
TKE CRITICAL STRFSS OF
UNDER,PUR2!
25Note XO. ”905
II
METHODS OF PREDICTING
STIm~ C~I~E~
BENDING ‘ -
Panel
insta-
29~750 llility
General
insta-
2~,400 I)ility
Hoff
I%qvlor Dschou Ryder -A
I 1
lgk,ooo 203,000 167,70027,700
.
52,300 92,400 64,50021,300
B
14,~oo
7,300
.—
..._
All calcidated values are based on section properties including the
effective
fallu%.
be no w~y
(B)
width of sheet.
Using the criterion that two francs would he tivolved.in the
This was actually true for s~bcirnen2, although thgre would
of determining this fact prior to the failurciof the specimen.
e ,. -.
Using the criterion that 5 frames would be involvod in the
instehili.ty. This would be the maximm that could be involved and, “-””
therefore, wouldhe the value that the designer woyld be forced to use
in lieu of better information.
.
N
m
—
&p~~jJ@~t~
value of we of
critical failure
stress
Hoff1s
Max.
stress
I
~
Ma2l
stress
Frame
spacing
(in.)
lg
9
9
Cd,oulated
Euler
column
stress,
c = 1.0
ylinder
Taylorfs
msx.
stress
DschoutE
max.
stress A
1
39,700
.
1 M,loo Panel
insta-
bility
Panel
insta-
bility
6,580 17,30072,900 6g,goo o./324
6.96
.
6.96
97,000 %1,7092 27,150
.,,
26,320 95,0~
-, !,
2t3,400 39,7003 211,700%nel
instab-
ility
26,320 95,000
lAssuming2 frames involv~ in the failure
aAssuming3 frames involvedin the failure ‘
..
3Assuming5 frames invovled in the failure
I I
I
* l I I1
I ,, 1 -,
!1 I ‘, 1 .! I I
!1
A
. .
b AXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS ‘ ,
OR UNSTIFFENEO CYLINDERS.
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